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Abstract

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems trained on clean

speech do not perform well in far-field scenario. Degradation

in word error rate (WER) can be as large as 40% in this mis-

matched scenerio. Typically, speech enhancement is applied to

map speech from far-field condition to clean condition using

a neural network, commonly known as denoising autoencoder

(DA). Such speech enhancement technique has shown signifi-

cant improvement in ASR accuracy. It is a common pratice to

use mean-square error (MSE) loss to train DA which is based

on regression model with residual noise modeled by zero-mean

and constant co-variance Gaussian distribution. However, both

these assumptions are not optimal, especially in highly non-

stationary noisy and far-field scenario. Here, we propose a more

generalized loss based on non-zero mean and heteroscedastic

co-variance distribution for the residual variables. On the top,

we present several novel DA architectures that are more suitable

for the heteroscedastic loss. It is shown that the proposed meth-

ods outperform the conventional DA and MSE loss by a large

margin. We observe relative improvement of 7.31% in WER

compared to conventional DA and overall, a relative improve-

ment of 14.4% compared to mismatched train and test scenerio.

Index Terms: distant speech recognition, parallel data, speech

enhancement, autoencoder, homoscedastic, heteroscedastic

1. Introduction

Recent breakthrough in deep learning based acoustic model for

automatic speech recognition (ASR) has shown substantial im-

provement in accuracy. However, in practical real-world sce-

nario, noise can be a detrimental factor that can degrade perfor-

mance considerably. Noise can arise either due to interfering

background events (such as babble or street noise), or rever-

beration due to non-ideal room acoustics that can cause mul-

tiple reflected replicas of speech to arrive at the microphone

distorting the speech characteristics that are considered useful

for ASR. When ASR is trained in clean condition and tested on

far-field speech, the performance degrades substantially due to

mis-match in train and test conditions. A common technique

is to enhance the distant speech such that the mis-match is re-

duced, which is known as speech enhancement [1, 2, 3, 4].

Many approaches have been explored for speech enhance-

ment. Spectral magnitude based approaches include estimat-

ing inverse-filter to cancel the effect of the late reverberation

[2, 5] and non-negative matrix factorization based methods [6].

Domain adaptation is another such important work in this di-

rection where acoustic model is trained on data from a source

distribution and testing is done on data from a target distribu-

tion [7, 8, 9]. The most dominant works in speech enhancement

include mapping characteristics of speech from source domain

to target domain which are commonly known as denoising au-

toencoder (DA). Some of the works in this direction are spec-

tral mask estimation [10, 11] and feature domain transformation

[9, 3, 4, 12]. Phase based mask estimation has also been ex-

plored for dereverberation [13, 11, 14] as phase based mask is

shown to improve perceptual quality of noisy speech [15]. Sim-

ilarly, speech enhancement methods have also been explored

for speaker recognition in far-field scenario [16]. In [17], it has

been explored for a large vocabulary ASR task which uses map-

ping of bottleneck features from source to target domains.

In this paper, we focus on DA in the feature domain. It is a

common practice to use mean-square error (MSE) to train DA

whose foundation is based on the statistical regression problem.

This idea of using MSE can be dated back to [1]. In this setting,

the residual noise involved in the regression function is mod-

eled by a zero-mean and constant co-variance Gaussian distri-

bution. The zero-mean assumption is based on the hypothesis

that the regression function is sufficiently powerful to model

the “true” generative process and the constant co-variance as-

sumption signifies that the residual noise is homoscedastic. In

more challenging far-field scenario, the mapping from reverber-

ant to clean speech can be highly non-linear and time-variant

that can not be optimally represented by a stationary DA whose

parameters are fixed (after convergence). Thus, it is more appro-

priate to introduce a time-varying component in the prediction

model that can handle the non-stationarity better than the con-

ventional approach. With this aim, in this paper, we alleviate

the homoscedastic assumption and propose a heteroscedastic

(meaning co-variance of acoustic features is dependent on time)

noise distribution model with non-zero mean. The mathemati-

cal details, including the formulation for maximum likelihood

estimation and optimal prediction model are presented. On the

top several novel architectures are presented that we found to be

more suitable for proposed heteroscedastic loss. Heteroscedas-

tic loss has been explored earlier in other non-speech domains

[18, 19]. We show that the proposed heteroscedastic loss and

DA architectures outperforms the conventional DA and MSE

loss by a large margin. We observe relative improvement of

7.31% in WER compared to conventional DA and overall, rela-

tive improvement of 14.4% compared to mismatched scenerio.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2

we review conventional denoising autoencoder giving out the

detailed mathematical formulation. In Section 3, various pro-

posed heteroscedastic losses are described. Section 4 describes

the neural network architectures that are developed in this pa-

per keeping the proposed loss in mind. Experimental set-up and

results are presented in Section 5. Finally conclusions are pre-

sented in Section 6.

2. Conventional Denoising Autoencoder

In this section, we formulate the denoising autoencoder (DA)

approach to speech enhancement for distant speech recognition.

In the DA, it is assumed that acoustic feature vectors in close-
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talk (target) domain are generated by an unknown stochastic and

non-linear mapping of the features from the far-field (source)

domain. Mathematically, yn = F(xn), where xn and yn de-

note the acoustic features in the far-field and close-talk domains

at time instance n, respectively. Since F is not known, we re-

course to regression framework, where the true generative func-

tion F is approximated by a parameterized function f , typically

a neural network, which is a deterministic mapping between

source domain to target domain. In more details,

yn = f(xn,w) + ǫn (1)

where w denotes the weights of the neural network. In Eq. 1, ǫn
represents an additive residual term that models the inaccuracies

in the regression function, f .

2.1. Homoscedastic Loss Formulation

Typically in conventional DA, the residual term is assumed to

be

ǫn ∼ N (0, β) (2)

where β denotes the co-variance. Note that there are two ap-

proximations here. Firstly the co-variance, β, is assumed to be

constant for all time instances, which is known as homoscedas-

tic condition, and secondly the zero-mean assumption, which

is based on the hypothesis that the regression model is power-

ful enough to closely approximate F . Under this setting, the

likelihood function for yn for a single frame is given by

p(yn|xn,w) = N (yn|(f(xn,w)), β) (3)

Now considering a data set of matched inputs and outputs

X = {x1, · · · ,xN} with corresponding target values y =

{y1, · · · , yN} and making use of the standard form for the

univariate Gaussian with β co-variance and assuming the data

points are drawn independently, the likelihood function after

taking log becomes

ln(p(y|X,w)) =

N∑
n=1

ln(N (yn|(f(xn,w)), β))

= −
N

2
ln 2π −

N∑
n=1

1

2
lnβ −

N∑
n=1

ED(w)

2β

(4)

where the squared error is defined by

ED(w) = |yn − (f(xn,w))|2 (5)

Maximizing log-likelihood is equivalent to minimizing negative

of log-likelihood. After removing the terms that are indepen-

dent of w, the final loss we optimize is given by

LossHomo =
1

N

N∑
n=1

|yn − f(xn,w)|2 (6)

which leads to the the standard MSE loss typically optimized

in conventional DA. It is also noted that the scaling due to co-

variance term is absorbed into the constant term and do not ap-

pear in the loss we actually optmize.

Now, coming to the decision function for regression prob-

lem, when the loss to be optimized is the expected loss [20], the

optimal prediction for a new vector x is given by the conditional

mean of the target variable, i.e.,

E[y|x] =

∫
yp(y|x)dy (7)

In the case of homoscedastic assumption of ǫ (Eq. 2), the pre-

dicted output, given in Eq. 7, simplifies to

E[y|x] = f(x, w) (8)

which gives rise to the conventional “forward-pass” typically

used in the case of neural-network based DA. It processes far-

field features and generates the “cleaned” version frame-by-

frame. To train the DA, it is a common pratice to assume that

parallel data is available, i.e., for every xn we know the time

synchronous yn, then the MSE loss defined in Eq. 6 is min-

imized to obtain the optimal parameters w∗. The maximum

likelihood estimate for co-variance β is given by

βML =
1

N

N∑
n=1

|yn − f(xn,w
∗)|

2
(9)

3. Proposed Heteroschedastic Loss

In this paper we explore a simple yet more general model for

the residual term, given by

ǫn ∼ N (µn, βn) (10)

which uses time-dependent (non-zero) mean and co-variance.

This representation is referred to as heteroscedastic regression

model. Under this condition, the log-likelihood function is

given by

ln(p(y|X)) = −
N

2
ln 2π−

N∑
n=1

ED(w)

2βn

−
N∑

n=1

1

2
lnβn (11)

where the squared error is now defined by

ED(w) = |yn − (f(xn,w) + µn)|
2

(12)

The negative of log-likelihood function is given by

LossHetero =
1

N

N∑
n=1

ED(w)

βn

+
1

N

N∑
n=1

lnβn (13)

In this most general setting, this is the form of loss we optimize

in this paper, where the mean and co-variance are also predicted

by neural networks along with the cleaned features.

Following similar analysis as with the case of homoscedas-

tic loss for decision function, the prediction model (forward-

pass) for heteroscedastic loss is given by

E[yn|xn] = f(xn,w) + µn (14)

which includes a mean compensation term besides the forward-

pass. As with MSE loss, parallel data is used for training. In the

following section we present a number of novel neural network

architectures which are more suitable for proposed generalized

loss. Common in all, these networks take far-field features as

input and predict mean, variance and “cleaned” features simul-

taneously.

It may be noted from Eq. 13 that the term µn can possibly

introduce a bias in the predicted outputs that may lead to non-

unique solutions while training the neural-network. To account
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for this issue, we introduce a regularization term in loss, which

is given by

LossHetero =
1

N

N∑
n=1

ED(w)

βn

+
1

N

N∑
n=1

lnβn + λ
1

N

N∑
n=1

µ
2

n

(15)

A weight λ is applied to the regularization term. The idea is

to force the magnitude of µn to be as small as possible, while

ensuring that the nature of heteroscedasticity remains intact.

4. Proposed Deep Neural Network
Architectures

In this Section we present several novel neural network archi-

tectures that take far-field features as input and predict mean,

variance and close-talk feats.

4.1. Basic Architecture

The first architecture consists of a deep neural network (DNN)

with shared lower layers and three parallel task-dependent lay-

ers to predict close-talk features as well as the mean and vari-

ance given far-field features as input. Similar architectures have

also been explored previously [21, 22]. The shared layers use

ReLU as activation function whereas activation used for mean

and close-talk layers is linear and variance is softplus. The net-

work is trained using regularized heteroscedastic loss defined in

Eq. 15. Unfortunately, the results yielded with this basic archi-

tecture were not promising, so they are not reported. However,

for the matter completeness of the paper, we decided to describe

the architecture here.

4.2. ParallelNet

Figure 1: ParallelNet architecture. Block shown in dotted line

is not used at test time

In this proposed architecture (shown in Fig. 1), separate

neural networks are used for prediction of close-talk features,

mean and variance. As shown, the block that predicts the vari-

ance takes concatenated close-talk and predicted close-talk fea-

tures as input. It may be noted that the prediction model de-

scribed in Eq. 14 does not include the variance, βn, so at the

test time the block that predicts the variance becomes inopera-

tional and thus can be removed. The activations for individual

blocks are same as previous architecture. We use loss function

deduced in Eq. 15 to train this network.

4.3. ParallelNet: with only variance

It is noted that ParallelNet described above introduces addi-

tional computation in the forward-pass as it involves mean µn

Figure 2: ParallelNet with only variance. Block shown in dotted

line is not used at test time

in the prediction model. The architecture shown in Fig. 2 is

based on the case when the distribution of the residual term is

N (0, βn), i.e., zero-mean with heteroscedastic co-variance. As

a result, the prediction model reduces to Eq. 8, therefore no

mean-compensation happens at test time. Additional benefit of

this network is that variance prediction model could be made

more powerful without increasing the computational overhead

in test time as the variance prediction network becomes inactive

during testing. Consequently, better variance prediction may

encourage a more generalized prediction model for close-talk

features. This network is trained using loss defined in Eq. 13

where squared error ED(w) is defined by Eq. 5.

5. Experiments and Results

5.1. Experimental setup

To evaluate the proposed loss functions and architectures, ex-

periments were performed on AMI corpus [23, 24]. The AMI

data set is meeting speech corpus which contains 100 hours

of conversational non-native English speech. This corpus is

recorded in specially equipped meeting rooms with individual

head microphones (IHM, close-talk) lapel microphones and one

or more distant microphones. Acoustic signals from different

microphone sources are time aligned with beamforming. For

the purpose of the work described here, we take aligned record-

ings from IHM and first distant microphone, referred to as sin-

gle distant microphone (SDM). We assume there is an unknown

deterministic function F : SDM → IHM . We estimate this

function using a neural network which is trained by optimiz-

ing various losses formulated in this paper using parallel data

available in the AMI dataset. In general, this is a general map-

ping from SDM features to IHM features using deep neural net-

work without posing any further assumptions about reverber-

ation condition, room noise type, room acoustics. Once this

mapping model is trained, at test time, we first enhance SDM

test audios by forward passing the far-field features through this

speech enhancing model and then decode using ASR trained on

IHM data. We report the word error rate (%WER) on standard

dev set which is created by following Kaldi standard recipe for

AMI corpus, it labels around 80 hours of data as training corpus

and around 8 hours of data as standard dev set. For the extent

of this work, we use Kaldi [25] for GMM-HMM training and

pytorch for training our proposed novel architectures by opti-

mizing proposed loss functions. We followed standard Kaldi

recipe for AMI corpus to train LDA-MLLT-SAT GMM-HMM

model using IHM data. We used this model to generate senone

alignment for acoustic model training.
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Table 1: Baseline results in close-talk and far-field scenerio

System Scenerio WER(%)

LSTM-HMM IHM 29.4

LSTM-HMM SDM 70.03

Table 2: ParallelNet enhancement results using different pre-

diction models

Front-End Prediction WER(%)

Homoscedastic f(xn,w) 64.67

ParallelNet f(xn,w) + µn 59.94

ParallelNet f(xn,w) 59.98

ParallelNet with only Variance f(xn,w) 60.73

The ASR acoustic model is a Long Short Term Mem-

ory Hidden Markov Model (LSTM-HMM) system, which is

trained using 41-dimensional log mel-filter bank features with

±2 splicing. The model consists of three LSTM layers with

512 cells each. Left context of 20 frames is used for better cell

state initialization before processing a sequence of 30 frames.

We used Adam with learning rate varying from 0.001 to 0.0001

following an exponential learning rate scheduler and trained the

model for 20 epochs and then for further 5 epochs with fixed

final learning rate. We achieved 29.4% WER on IHM standard

dev set. When close-talk ASR model is decoded using SDM

dev set, the WER increases from 29.4% to 70.03%, a signifi-

cant drop. The results are shown in Table 1.

5.2. Homoscedastic Baseline

For homoscedastic DA baseline we trained a 6-layer DNN us-

ing SDM features as input with ±2 splicing and parallel IHM

features as output without splicing. We use stochastic gradient

descent (SGD) with learning rate of 0.001 for first 30 epochs

and then with 0.0001 for another 20 epochs. At test time, SDM

dev set is first passed through the DA, thus enhancing distant

speech, then decoded using LSTM-HMM system. The WER

on the enhanced SDM is significantly reduced from 70.03% to

64.67%, an absolute improvement of 5.36%. The results are

reported in first row of Table 2.

5.3. ParallelNet Training

ParallelNet is trained in two proposed flavours, first one is the

generalized model with mean and variance (Fig. 1) and the sec-

ond one is only with variance (Fig. 2). Both the networks are

trained in similar fashion as homoscedastic DA baseline, how-

ever, with some modifications. It was observed that variance

prediction was going out of bound which can be accounted by

the exponential component of softplus function, so the output

is clipped before applying softplus. Also, the learning rate of

the block in ParallelNet, which predicts close-talk features, was

kept 5 times smaller than default learning rate. We fix LSTM-

HMM model trained on IHM as our recognition system and

SDM dev set as our standard test scenerio to report final results.

The WER with ParallelNet architecture as shown in Fig. 1

and trained using the heteroscedastic loss defined in Eq. 15 is

shown in the second row of Table 2. It gives an absolute im-

provement of 4.73% in WER on the top of DA trained using

homoscedastic loss. In order to examine the variance of resid-

ual noise learned by homoscedastic autoencoder and Parallel-

Table 3: ParallelNet enhancement results on shallow networks

and low-resource scenerio

Front-End Data(hours) No. of Layers WER(%)

Homoscedastic 20 3 66.21

Heteroscedastic 20 3 63.22

Homoscedastic 20 6 65.96

Heteroscedastic 20 6 62.36

Homoscedastic 80 3 64.92

Heteroscedastic 80 3 60.83

Homoscedastic 80 6 64.67

Heteroscedastic 80 6 60.73

Net, we computed these terms on a subset of training set. It was

found that the maximum likelihood estimate of β in the former

case (Eq. 9) was 0.325, whereas in the later case the mean of

variance (βn) was 0.348, which are similar. The standard de-

viation of βn turned out to be 0.81, which justifies the efficacy

of using a time-varying co-variance term for residual noise. We

also compared the MSE loss yielded by homoscedastic system

(Eq. 5 which is 0.32) and heteroscedastic system (Eq. 12 which

is 0.35). The higher MSE in the later case gives an indication

that it is possibly learning a more generalized regression func-

tion which avoids over-fitting by not learning subtle variations

in the training set and possibly outliers.

We also experimented with excluding the µn from the pre-

diction model in test time. From the third row of Table 2, we

note that the WER does not drop significantly when µn is ig-

nored (during testing). This can be attributed to the fact that the

regularization term included in the final loss (Eq. 15) forces the

mean to take very small values, thus not affecting the predicted

close-talk features too much.

Getting large amount of parallel data can be difficult and

time-consuming for other enhancement tasks. Moreover, deeper

front-end networks can increase latency in practical scenerio.

In the next set of experiments we target low-resource scenerio

when availability of parallel data is less. The results are shown

in Table 3. We experimented with ParallelNet with only vari-

ance excluding mean in the loss (as µn introduces extra param-

eters and is a part of prediction model). From the results, it can

be seen that an absolute improvement of around 3% in WER is

obtained in all possible cases.

To summarize, in distant speech enhancement scenerio,

we achieved a significant reduction in WER from 64.67% to

59.94%, a relative improvement of 7.31% using proposed het-

eroscedastic loss with our novel architecture. Overall, WER is

reduced from 70.03% to 59.94%, which amounts to a relative

improvement of 14.4% in mismatch scenerio.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we propose a more generalized loss to train

heteroscedastic denoising autoencoder to map speech features

from far-field to close-talk domains. The proposed loss all-

evaiates the homoscedastic and zero-mean assumptions made

in conventional residual noise model employed in standard de-

noising autoencoder. In addition, we also propose several novel

neural network architectures that are akin to the proposed loss,

where besides enhanced features, mean and co-variance are also

predicted. Overall, we achieve a relative improvement of 14.4%
in mismatched scenerio. We also show that the proposed loss

and architecture give significant improvement in low-resource

and low-computation scenerio.
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